Welcome to
ECU Melbourne
and ECU Sydney
As Vice-Chancellor of ECU, I am proud that we are partnering
with VIT (Victorian Institute of Technology) to deliver courses
in Melbourne and Sydney in key city-centre locations from 2018.
Our co-location partner, VIT is supplying the physical infrastructure and key services to
students. VIT will also continue delivering their Vocational Education and Training and
Higher Education courses from these same locations.
Under this partnership, international students will study courses from ECU’s School of
Business and Law and School of Science.
The students in Melbourne and Sydney can expect the same high quality content, delivery
method and assessments as their fellow ECU students in Western Australian and
international locations enjoy.
We are a university that puts students at the centre of everything we do. It’s an approach
that has been rewarded with a five-star ratings for teaching quality for a record 11 years
in a row by the Good Universities Guide (2018).
Students in Melbourne and Sydney now have the opportunity to experience this same
five-star teaching.
Professor Steve Chapman CBE
Vice-Chancellor
Edith Cowan University

About ECU Melbourne and ECU Sydney

ECU Melbourne & ECU Sydney Locations

ECU is delivering courses in city locations co-located
with VIT in the heart of the Melbourne and Sydney
city centres. These city campuses allow students to
enjoy the amenities of the leading cities in Australia
such as transport, libraries, cafés and entertainment,
while the teaching and learning location provides
computer labs, academic and non-academic services,
support services and study spaces. Some services will
be shared with VIT students.

ECU Melbourne and ECU Sydney are operated in
partnership with VIT at these locations:
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Undergraduate and postgraduate courses are offered
in the following disciplines:

• ECU Melbourne:
118 Queen Street, Level 6, Melbourne VIC, 3000
• ECU Sydney:
333 Kent Street, Level 5, Sydney NSW, 2000
Visit international.ecu.edu.au/ecu-melbourne
and international.ecu.edu.au/ecu-sydney for
more information.

• Business Administration
• Accounting
• Project Management
• Cyber Security
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Sydney Harbour Bridge

